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Linking Libraries to Children’s Books

Cream of
the Crop

Birds, Insects & Spiders
Nonfiction About Birds
Markle, Sandra
603741 Great Penguin Rescue: Saving The
African Penguins. The African penguin population is
critically low, due to various factors including climate
change. Scientists and volunteers with a South African
organization are helping to rescue these endangered
birds by rearing abandoned chicks. il. [IL 9-12] 48
pages Millbrook 2018 598 (AR/RC) 31.38
603927 Snowy Owl Invasion!: Tracking An
Unusual Migration. Recently, snowy owls started
showing up in places no one expected to find them.
Explains the story behind this unusual behavior by
snowy owls and presents the science behind this
irruption of owls. il. [IL 9-13] 48 pages Millbrook 2018
598 (AR/RC) 31.38
Sidman, Joyce
817018 Girl Who Drew Butterflies: How
Maria Merian’s Art Changed Science. Explores
the extraordinary life and scientific discoveries
of Maria Merian, who discovered the truth about
metamorphosis. il. [IL 10-12] 120 pages Houghton
2018 595-B (AR/RC) 21.58
Set # S34961 of 3 books @ $84.34

Nonfiction About Insects
Arnold, Caroline
069887 Butterflies In Room 6: See How They
Grow. Kindergarteners raise butterflies from egg to
adult in this close-up look at the insect life cycle. il. [IL
3-7] 39 pages Charlesbridge 2019 638 20.88
Jenkins, Steve
490968 Tiny Monsters: The Strange Creatures
That Live On Us, In Us, And Around Us. Explores the
menagerie of tiny and unusual creatures-arthropods
(insects, mites, and spiders)-found in our lawns and
gardens, our food, our beds, our clothes, and even on
our bodies. il. [IL 6-9] 32 pages Houghton 2020 595
(AR) 21.58
Set # S34962 of 2 books @ $42.46

Fiction About Birds
Andreae, Giles
061282 Be Brave, Little Penguin. Pip-Pip, the
littlest penguin, is teased for being afraid of the water
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until, with his mother’s guidance, he finally jumps in.
il. Parker-Rees, Guy. [IL 3-6] 31 pages Orchard 2018
E (AR) 20.88
Angleberger, Tom
062679 Recipe For Disaster! When Koko Dodo’s
secret chocolate sauce is stolen just before an
important cooking contest Didi, a dodo bird, devises a
daring plan to help--whether he wants her to or not.
il. Chapman, Jared. [IL 7-9] 95 pages Amulet 2019
Fic 18.08
Applegate, Katherine
064911 Wishtree. An old red oak tree tells how he
and his crow friend, Bongo, help their human neighbors
get along after a threat against an immigrant family
is carved into the tree’s trunk. il. Santoso, Charles.
[IL 8-11] 215 pages Feiwel and Friends 2017 Fic (AR/
RC) 20.88
Bell, Cece
105649 Smell My Foot! A reader in graphic novel
format about Brain making an odd request of Chick
that Chick will only do if Brain minds his manners by
saying “Please” and “Thank You.” il. [IL 4-8] 66 pages
Candlewick 2019 741 (AR) 18.08
Berenstain, Mike
112221 Berenstain Bears And The Ducklings. A
visit to the farm ends up being much more than the
Berenstain Bears ever expected when a pair of ducks
follow them home. il. [IL 4-8] 30 pages Harper 2018
E (AR) 13.79
Burach, Ross
171875 Truck Full Of Ducks. A delivery man can’t
find his destination when a duck eats the directions.
When he finally finds the right customer--a fox!--in
the deep, dark woods, he’s relieved ... but the ducks
aren’t so sure. il. [IL 4-8] 38 pages Scholastic 2018 E
(AR) 21.58
Burks, James (James R.)
173464 Bird & Squirrel All Tangled Up. Bird and
Squirrel are put in charge of taking care of Squirrel’s
daughter, Birdie. But Bird convinces Squirrel to have
some fun while Red is gone. In graphic novel format. il.
[IL 7-10] 123 pages Scholastic 2019 741 (AR/RC) 16.09
173469 Bird & Squirrel On Ice. After Bird and
Squirrel crash land in the South Pole during a raging
blizzard, a penguin named Sakari thinks Bird has come

to rid her village of a hungry Killer Whale. But when
Squirrel finds out that Bird will actually be fed to the
Killer Whale as a sacrifice, they hatch a crazy plan to
escape. With a good timing, a little luck, and help from
Sakari, they just might make it out alive. In graphic
novel format. il. [IL 7-10] 125 pages Scholastic 2014
741 (AR/RC) 15.34
Cronin, Doreen
250463 Bear Country: Bearly A Misadventure.
The Chicken Squad is on the case when their beloved
human, Barbara, goes missing around the same time
they hear a report of a headless bear on the loose. il.
Gilpin, Stephen. [IL 7-10] 100 pages Atheneum 2018
Fic (AR) 18.08
250509 Case Of The Weird Blue Chicken: The Next
Misadventure. When a weird blue chicken comes to
Chicken Squad headquarters for help, siblings Dirt,
Sugar, and Sweetie help find her missing house. il.
Cornell, Kevin. [IL 7-10] 102 pages Atheneum 2014
Fic (AR) 18.08
250510 Chicken Squad. When the squirrel Tail
comes barreling into the chicken coop ranting about a
round, shiny, green, big, scary thing in the yard, Dirt,
Sweetie, Poppy, and Sugar investigate this strange
object. il. Cornell, Kevin. [IL 7-10] 92 pages Atheneum
2014 Fic (AR/RC) 18.08
251041 Click, Clack, Good Night. Farmer Brown
puts the other animals to bed but gives up on Duck,
who sets out to find just the right spot--and snack-to help him sleep. il. Lewin, Betsy. [IL 4-8] 32 pages
Atheneum 2020 E (AR) 21.58
250508 Click, Clack, Peep! All of the barnyard
animals are excited about the arrival of a new
duckling, until the noisy little one refuses to go to
sleep. il. Lewin, Betsy. [IL 4-8] 38 pages Atheneum
2015 E (AR) 21.58
250528 Gimme Shelter: Misadventures And
Misinformation. The Chicken Squad uncovers
mysterious remains while digging a meteor/storm
shelter, and they stop work to investigate just as a big
storm is approaching. il. Gilpin, Stephen. [IL 7-10]
116 pages Atheneum 2017 Fic (AR) 18.08
Elliott, Rebecca
306957 Eva And Baby Mo. Eva offers to babysit
for little brother Baby Mo so her parents can go skydancing competition, and she enlists a couple of her
friends to help--unfortunately Mo proves to be a
handful, eating too much candy, making a big mess,
and throwing a tantrum, and she and her friends have
to clean up fast before her parents get home. il. [IL
6-8] 71 pages Branches 2019 Fic (AR/RC) 13.69
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306963 Eva And The Lost Pony. Eva decides
that warning all the animals in the forest about the
approaching storm is a perfect project to prove
herself worthy of taking the Owl Oath, but when she
stops to help a lost pony and they get caught in the
storm, they have to take shelter in a cave, and end up
helping each other to stay brave. il. [IL 6-8] 72 pages
Branches 2018 Fic (AR/RC) 13.69
306954 Eva At The Beach. Eva is very excited about
a beach vacation with her family and best friend Lucy,
but her secret fear of swimming where there might
be hungry sharks could keep her from finding the
legendary mermowls. il. [IL 6-8] 72 pages Branches
2021 Fic (AR) 14.17
306965 Eva In The Spotlight. Eva’s class is putting
on a play, Snowy White and the seven owlets, but Eva
is a little disappointed when she is cast as the Magic
Mirror (and Snowy White’s understudy); the owl
students are making all the sets, props, and costumes,
and rehearsal is a little chaotic--but the play is going
well until Snowy White hurts her leg and Eva has to
fill in for real. il. [IL 6-8] 70 pages Branches 2020 Fic
(AR) 13.54
306969 Eva’s Big Sleepover. Eva is planning a big
sleepover for her “hatchday” celebration, but one of
her friends, Sue, does not seem to want to attend-so Eva must find out what is bothering Sue, and help
her get over her first-sleepover jitters. il. [IL 6-8] 72
pages Branches 2018 Fic (AR/RC) 13.69
Falatko, Julie
321096 Snappsy The Alligator And His Best
Friend Forever! (Probably) Snappsy the alligator
wants to spend a quiet evening reading, but a pesky
chicken who insists he is Snappsy’s best friend will
not leave him alone. il. Miller, Tim. [IL 4-8] 33 pages
Viking 2017 E (AR) 20.88
Foxe, Steve
349564 Goose That Laid The Rotten Egg: A
Graphic Novel. A goose can lay golden eggs, but
when the wealthy Worthington’s try to force them
out, the eggs are different. Smellier. They’re rotten!
But the greedy family will do anything to get the gold
and make a fortune. Will the goose be able to fly the
coop and escape? In graphic novel format. il. Cano,
Fernando. [IL 6-9] 33 pages Stone Arch 2021 741
(AR) 21.39
Harper, Benjamin
420538 Chicken Little Saves The Moon Base: A
Graphic Novel. Chicken Little and her friends are
part of the final frontier, living on the moon base. One
day, Chicken Little notices a small dip in oxygen levels.

She’s afraid the moon base may be in big trouble. Back
when they lived on Earth, Chicken Little had thought
the sky was falling when an acorn hit her on the head.
Because of that mistake, none of her friends believe
her now. Can she convince them she’s right in time
to save the moon base, or will this be a real disaster?
In graphic novel format. il. Lozano, Omar. [IL 6-9] 33
pages Stone Arch 2021 741 (AR) 21.39
Harper, Charise Mericle
420573 Good For Nothing Button! Yellow Bird has
found a button and wants to share it with Red Bird and
Blue Bird. This is just an ordinary button. It does not
do anything when you press it. But when Red Bird and
Blue Bird give it a try, they are delighted to find that
the button does not do nothing, and that is something!
il. [IL 4-7] 49 pages Hyperion 2017 E (AR) 15.99
Henkes, Kevin
437951 Egg. Three little birds crack their way out of
eggs and fly away, leaving one egg sitting all alone
until the three chicks come back and discover a
friendly baby alligator has finally hatched. il. [IL 3-6]
31 pages Greenwillow 2017 E 21.58
Hiaasen, Carl
442871 Hoot. Roy, who is new to his small Florida
community, becomes involved in another boy’s
attempt to save a colony of burrowing owls from a
proposed construction site. [IL 10-16] 292 pages
Knopf 2004 Fic (AR/RC) 20.16
John, Jory
492163 All Right Already!: A Snowy Story. In the
final book of the Goodnight Already! series, Duck wants
to play in the snow, but a grouchy Bear does not. Who
will play in the snow with poor Duck? il. Davies, Benji. [IL
4-8] 32 pages Harper 2018 E (AR) 21.58
London, Jonathan
584673 Duck And Hippo Give Thanks. It’s the
day before Thanksgiving, and Hippo has his heart set
on having a good old-fashioned feast with Duck and
their friends. Together, Duck and Hippo go shopping
for food and invite Turtle, Elephant, and Pig to share
the special day with them. But while Hippo dreams
of his good old-fashioned Thanksgiving, Duck is busy
making her own plans. il. Joyner, Andrew. [IL 4-8] 32
pages Two Lions 2018 E (AR) 21.58
584670 Duck And Hippo The Secret Valentine.
It’s Valentine’s Day, and something curious is going
on. As the birds tweet their love songs, Hippo and
his friends Elephant, Pig, and Turtle each receive
mysterious, unsigned Valentine’s Day cards. Hippo
wonders if his is from Duck; Elephant and Turtle think
theirs are from Pig; and Pig dreams that hers is from
Turtle. When they show up to a four o’clock party in
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the park to find out who their valentines are, they are
totally surprised. il. Joyner, Andrew. [IL 4-8] 32 pages
Two Lions 2018 E (AR) 21.58
Marko, Cyndi
603988 Jurassic Peck. An accident in Professor
Quack’s lab sends Gordon Blue (otherwise known as
Kung Pow Chicken) and his companions, Egg Drop and
Beak Girl, back to dinosaur times, where they meet Dr.
Strangebok, an evil chicken who wants to bring dinosaurs
to Fowladelphia and take over the city--and the three
superheroes, with help from a friendly dinosaur named
Sweet Tooth, must find a way to stop her before she
turns the city into a buffet lunch for her dinos. il. [IL 6-9]
72 pages Branches 2020 Fic (AR) 14.17
Rees, Douglas
743813 Tyrannosaurus Rex vs. Edna, The Very
First Chicken. A humorous picture book in which
Edna the very first chicken faces off against a hungry
Tyrannosaurus Rex. il. Henry, Jed. [IL 4-8] 31 pages
Holt 2017 E (AR/RC) 21.58
Runton, Andy
771105 Flying Lessons. Owly and Wormy love
making new friends, and when they spot an unfamiliar
animal flying through the trees, they can’t wait to meet
her! Unfortunately, Shadow the flying squirrel doesn’t
want to be friends with Owly because she’s afraid of
him. Wormy tries to convince Shadow that she can
trust Owly, but she’s still scared ... When Wormy gets
stuck high up in a tree, Owly’s own fear of flying keeps
him grounded. Can Owly and Shadow overcome their
fears? In graphic novel format. il. [IL 5-8] 136 pages
Scholastic 2021 741 (AR) 16.68
771106 Just A Little Blue. Best friends Owly and
Wormy have days filled with adventure and hearts filled
with kindness. And when they discover a bluebird family
living in a damaged tree, they want to help out the best
way they can: by building the birds a new home! But
when Owly and Wormy share their gift, the birds don’t
welcome the new birdhouse quite as Owly and Wormy
had hoped. With a big storm moving in, can Owly and
Wormy help get the birds (and their chicks!) to safety
before it’s too late? In graphic novel format. il. [IL 5-8]
118 pages Scholastic 2020 741 (AR) 16.68
Ruzzier, Sergio
773694 Party: And Other Stories. Fox and Chick are
unlikely friends, but somehow they seem to get along
together, even though Fox is calm and thoughtful, and
Chick is hyperactive and flighty. il. [IL 5-8] 45 pages
Chronicle 2018 E (AR) 19.48
Santat, Dan
776909 After The Fall: How Humpty Dumpty Got
Back Up Again. After falling off the wall, Humpty

Dumpty is very afraid of climbing up again, but is
determined not to let fear stop him from being close
to the birds. il. [IL 4-8] 34 pages Roaring Brook 2017
E (AR/RC) 21.58
Sauer, Tammi
779477 Wordy Birdy. Wordy Birdy loves to talk, but
will she ever learn to listen? il. Mottram, Dave. [IL
3-7] 27 pages Doubleday 2018 E (AR) 20.88
779478 Wordy Birdy Meets Mr. Cougarpants.
When Wordy Birdy and her friends go on a camping trip,
they get an unexpected visit from Mr. Cougarpants.
Can Wordy Birdy talk herself out of a becoming dinner?
il. Mottram, Dave. [IL 3-7] 26 pages Doubleday 2019
E (AR) 20.88
Sheneman, Drew
809678 Dinosaurs Are Not Extinct. This informative
nonfiction picture book will tell kids the little-known
story of how dinosaurs evolved into today’s birds. il.
[IL 4-8] 48 pages Harper 2020 598 22.28
Stein, David Ezra
846979 Interrupting Chicken And The Elephant
Of Surprise. It’s homework time for the little red
chicken, who has just learned about something every
good story should have: an elephant of surprise. Or
could it be an element of surprise? il. [IL 4-8] 39
pages Candlewick 2018 E (AR/RC) 20.88
Sterer, Gideon
849461 Not Your Nest! Bird builds the perfect nest,
the only problem is everyone else wants to sleep in
it! il. Tsurumi, Andrea. [IL 3-7] 40 pages Dial 2019 E
(AR) 21.58
Sullivan, Mary
863708 Nobody’s Duck. In a surprising twist,
Alligator helps Duck find his family. il. [IL 4-7] 32
pages Houghton 2018 E (AR) 19.48
Teague, Mark
874123 Fly! Mama bird wants Baby bird to learn to fly
so he can migrate with the rest of the flock, but Baby
bird would rather go by hot air balloon or car, instead.
il. [IL 2-8] 32 pages Beach Lane 2019 E 21.58
Thomas, Jan
879110 Chicken Who Couldn’t. Chicken has fallen
out of Farmer’s truck! He can’t possibly get himself all
the way home ... can he? il. [IL 3-5] 48 pages Beach
Lane 2020 E (AR) 21.58
Willems, Mo
949610 That Is Not A Good Idea! A very hungry
fox and a very plump goose discuss dinner. il. [IL 4-8]
41 pages Harper 2013 E (AR) 22.28
Set # S34963 of 43 books @ $816.70

Fiction About Insects & Spiders
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Arnold, Tedd
069811 Attack Of The 50-Foot Fly Guy. When Fly
Guy snacks from a radioactive trash can, he grows
until he is fifty feet tall--and Buzz has to find out a
way to counteract the effect before the army attacks
his pet. il. [IL 4-8] 30 pages Cartwheel Books 2019 E
(AR/RC) 14.44
070053 Fly Guy And The Alienzz. Buzz is filming a
movie about aliens from Outer Space, who capture Fly
Guy and Buzz Boy--and our two heroes must outsmart
the aliens, with some help from Dragon Dude and Fly
Girl. il. [IL 4-8] 29 pages Scholastic 2018 E (AR) 14.79
070073 Fly Guy’s Big Family. Fly Guy misses his
family, so Buzz invites them to a surprise party and his
mother, father, and thousands of brothers and cousins
show up--Fly Guy is delighted but Buzz’s parents are
not pleased. il. [IL 4-8] 30 pages Scholastic 2017 E
(AR/RC) 14.79
070523 Pet For Fly Guy. In this first Fly Guy picture
book, Buzz tries to help Fly Guy find the right pet. il. [IL
4-8] 32 pages Orchard Books 2014 E (AR/RC) 20.88
Burach, Ross
171864 Little Butterfly That Could. An extremely
confused and frightened butterfly turns to a whale
for guidance on how to reach the flowers--and
encouragement as the whale advises him to never give
up on his migration. il. [IL 4-8] 40 pages Scholastic
2021 E (AR) 21.58
171876 Very Impatient Caterpillar. A caterpillar
learns to be patient while trying to metamorphosize.
il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Scholastic 2019 E (AR/RC) 21.58
Carle, Eric
186243 Hugs & Kisses For The Grouchy Ladybug.
The Grouchy Ladybug feels less grouchy once her
friends show her how nice love can be. il. [IL 4-8] 26
pages Harper 2018 E 16.29
Cronin, Doreen
250511 Diary Of A Fly. A young fly realizes, day
by day, that there is a lot to learn about mastering
flight school and getting along with 327 brothers and
sisters, and she discovers that heroes come in all
shapes and sizes. il. Bliss, Harry. [IL 4-8] 32 pages
Harper 2007 E (AR/RC) 20.88
Dahl, Michael
254422 Index Insects. A mysterious book marked
with an X has let loose a swarm of insects, and the
bugs are on the hunt for their favorite food--paper!
Will the Librarian be able to squash the deadly pests?
il. Clarey, Patricio. [IL 6-9] 36 pages Stone Arch 2021
Fic (AR) 20.74

Dean, James
264788 Pete The Cat And The Cool Caterpillar.
When Pete the Cat meets a super cool caterpillar, he thinks
he has found a new best friend. But when his caterpillar
goes missing, Pete has to find out what happened to his
new friend. Pete is in for one wild surprise. il. [IL 4-8] 32
pages Harper 2018 E (AR) 13.79
264736 Pete The Cat And The Itsy Bitsy Spider.
Sing along with Pete the Cat as he takes on the classic
kid’s tune, Itsy Bitsy Spider. il. [IL 4-8] 30 pages
Harper 2019 782-E (AR) 16.29
Ellis, Carson
307192 Du Iz Tak? Invites readers to imagine the
dramatic possibilities to be found in even the humblest
backyard. il. [IL 4-8] 48 pages Candlewick 2016 E 6.50*
McDonald, Megan
623661 Stink And The Hairy Scary Spider. Stink’s
spider phobia spurs his sister, Judy, and friend Webster
to try some desensitization techniques-until a real-life

encounter takes them by surprise. il. Reynolds, Peter
H. [IL 7-9] 148 pages Candlewick 2020 Fic (AR) 19.48
Pilkey, Dav
717055 Ricky Ricotta’s Mighty Robot Vs. The
Mutant Mosquitoes From Mercury. A mouse
named Ricky Ricotta and his giant flying robot attempt
to save the world from an invasion of massive mutant
mosquitoes from Mercury. il. Santat, Dan. [IL 6-9]
120 pages Scholastic 2014 E (AR/RC) 13.99
Shannon, David
805332 Bizzy Mizz Lizzie. Mizz Lizzie is the busiest
bee in town, and she is determined to win the school
spelling contest--but after studying all night she falls
asleep during the contest, and when she finally wakes
up she realizes that she has to learn to stop and smell
the flowers. il. [IL 4-8] 32 pages Blue Sky Press 2017
E (AR/RC) 21.58
Snicket, Lemony
832089 Swarm Of Bees. A horde of bees and a
young boy race around town wreaking havoc on the
townspeople. il. Alexander, Rilla. [IL 4-8] 42 pages
Little 2019 E (AR) 21.58
Set # S34964 of 16 books @ $279.18
(Prices Subject To Change)
Spring 2022
*Overstock special while supply lasts.
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